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Welcome to the Minnesota Extreme Polocrosse Club! We are excited to have you as a new
member. This packet will provide you with information about Polocrosse and our club. If you
have any questions or suggestions, we would love to talk with you.
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Club Contacts
Name
Kristi Johnson
Beth Finch
Marilyn Trettel
Melissa Prokop
Kristy Gusik
Mickey Neher
Terry Hawkins
Brent Peterson
Brian Johnson

Position

Phone

Email

President
Secretary
Rolling Hills Farm
Member Mentor
Marketing
Uniform/Clothing
Member Mentor
Conditioning Coordinator
Web Page Maintenance
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Weekly Practice Schedule
**Please join our Facebook page (MN Extreme Polocrosse) for changes in practice schedules**

Sunday Practices Sponsored by
Minnesota Extreme Polocrosse
At Finch Family Farm
Tournament Field
13580 40th Street South
Afton, MN 55001
Contact Beth Finch at (763)442-9690
Beth@finch-co.us
1:00-3:00 pm
**Non-members required to purchase a “day” club membership
Minnesota Polocrosse
Kristi Johnson
(952)457-3704
plxmn@hotmail.com
**Liability and registration form required to attend all practices & event
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Frequently Asked Questions
1. How can I try Polocrosse?
We welcome everyone to come and try polocrosse. This is very much a family sport so it
does not matter how young or old you are we can get you involved. We have members
as young as 5yrs old and as old as …well they don’t like to divulge their ages J
If you do not know someone in the club you can call our New Membership Mentor
Melissa Prokop (612-860-4466) or our club president Kristy Johnson (952)457-3704 with
any questions you may have.

2. What should I wear?
Come as you are. During practices and clinics you can where whatever you can
comfortably ride in for the weather as long as it includes shirt, long pants (jeans or
breeches), riding boots, and a riding helmet.
During tournament play we do require white pants (jeans or breeches) and a MN Extreme
Jersey in addition to the items already listed. Please read more of the member packet for
further information.

3. What kind of tack/equipment do I need?
To come and try Polocrosse just come and play in the tack you own. Any English,
Western, or Australian stock saddle you have will do and if you have polo wraps or sport
boots & bell boots bring them along. For tournament play the rules require a saddle
without a horn and a breast collar. Many prefer to play in Australian Stock saddles. All
players will use boots or polo wraps and bell boots to protect the horses legs.
We know life is expensive so just come and join us and don’t worry about buying new
tack or equipment.

4. How do I know my horse can play Polocrosse?
One of the keys to enjoying Polocrosse is the horse. Many horses have the basic good
qualities that make a great polocrosse horse. The most important safety rule is that the
horse needs to not kick during play in close quarters with other horses, which can
endanger other riders and horses.
Riding in close quarters can take a little conditioning so don’t pass up polocrosse because
you are not sure how your horse will do. We are here to help every team member learn
including your horse. With that said we will also be up front with you if we think that
your horse may not be a good fit for polocrosse. We understand that you AND your
horse are both new to the sport.
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POLOCROSSE
An Introduction for Beginners
Basics of the Game
Now the fastest growing equestrian sport in the United States, polocrosse
has been played in countries around the globe for over fifty years. The
sport is a combination of polo and lacrosse and uses the strength of each to
provide fun for spectators and competitors of all ages. It is played on
horseback with each player having a racquet. The racquet is used to carry
the ball, which is picked off the ground from horseback, carried, bounced
and passed across the field. The object is to score the most goals.
The players in each three-man section have specific positions and duties.
The number of the player indicates their position: #1 Attack, #2 Center, #3
Goalie.
The #1 is the only player who can score goals but
must be in the goal
scoring area ('the
box') to do so.
The #2 can only
play in the center of
the field and must
be equally talented both offensively and
defensively.
The #3 is the
only player on his section who is allowed in the
box to defend.

A team is made up of two sections, which
alternate chukkas (time periods) so that the
players and their horses have time to rest.
Players must use the same horse for the
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duration of a tournament.
The field is 160 yards long by 60 yards wide; the goals posts are eight feet
apart at either end of the field. The 'box' or goal scoring area is marked by
the 'penalty line’, which runs the width of the field thirty yards from either
end (commonly called “thirty yard line”).

Whenever the #1 enters the box or the #3 leaves the box (i.e.., cross the
penalty line) they cannot be in possession of the ball. They must bounce
the ball and pick it up once they've crossed the line or pass it across the
line to another player.
In the box (goal scoring area),
there is an eleven yard semicircle around the goal posts.
The #1 must be within the box
but more than eleven yards
away to score a goal. An easy
shot, unless you are galloping
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down the field with the #3 breathing down your neck.
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At the beginning of the chukka (time period in game) and after every goal
the players line up side by side, by position so that the umpire can throw
the ball into
play. The team
that does a
better job of
coming out of
the line-up
with the ball
has a great
advantage. The
ball can be caught, picked off the ground and
carried in the net of the racquet only.
Once in possession of the ball, a right-handed
player must carry their stick in the right side of
their horse (and left-handed player on the left
side). The only way to get the ball away from an
opponent is to hit their racquet with your own by
swinging it UPward. Hitting another player's
racquet by swinging down is a foul.
Most of the rules in polocrosse are common sense
and safety oriented. There are very stringent rules of the road which
specify who has right of way when several players are going after a loose
ball. The exciting areas of play to
watch are the line-up, whenever
someone crosses over the penalty
line into or out of the box and of
course the maneuvering of a player
with the ball. The horses must be
well balanced and quick to be
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successful with the fast play of the higher levels.

Polocrosse Crosses Continents & Disciplines
Polocrosse is the melting pot of the horse world and played on nearly
every continent. The American Polocrosse Association can count among
its members: English riders (from dressage, hunter/jumper, fox hunting,
pony clubbers, and polo players), Western riders (barrel racers, endurance
riders) and a few folks with backyard horses waiting for the right thing…
polocrosse, to come along.

Dori Johnson with the ball in the UK vs USA Test Match in Rugby, England – September 2014

AMERICAN POLOCROSSE ASSOCIATION
The APA is our national organization holding our clubs to high standards
and insuring growth and opportunity for the sport. Joining APA allows
you to play in APA recognized tournaments, receive a rulebook, quarterly
newsletter and quarterly magazine. An application for APA membership is
included in your new member packet.
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MORE INFORMATION ON THE WEB:
www.mnpolocrosse.com …..Minnesota Website
www.americanpolocrosse.org ……………American Polocrosse Association
http://www.polocrossegear.com/ …………Polocrosse Gear
www.polocrosse.net/……..Polocrosse Worldwide

Instructional
Videos
• USA Polocrosse: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GwXT_8WEjAY
• The Basics
o Ch.1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=imOGY7WCiZg
o Ch.2.1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixTMxuJWw30
o Ch.2.2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26KWfVh7s0w
o Ch.3: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EXVMTKFiq40
o Ch.4.1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7PZffCHXPxc
o Ch.4.2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qRz0Sxh0dI
o Ch.5.1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0n50AqiX1jk
o Ch.5.2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKuSzPEYL7k
o Ch.6: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T7R0do0B26U
• International Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HnpJayvvrT4
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Polocrosse Gear Equipment Supply
*It is where to buy all equipment POLOCROSSE *

http://www.polocrossegear.com
…or visit Sara Dancsisin

White Horse Trading
on
1.
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The Game: Horse
Tack/Equipment/Protective Gear
Polocrosse Saddle:
Most common saddle used is the Australian Stock Saddle, but any saddle without a horn is
acceptable. No matter the saddle a breast collar is required for tournament play.

Australian
Stock Saddle

1.
Bug Eye Mask
Breast Collar

Bell Boots

Polo Wraps

Polocrosse Protective Gear:
We play in close quarters and horses need to be protected. We require polo wraps or sport boots and bell boots
on all four feet. Some people also choose to play in a bug eye face mask.
Sport Boots

Polo Wraps

No turn Bell Boots

Rubber Bell Boots
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The Game: Rider
Attire/Equipment/Protective Gear

Polocrosse Racquet:
Things to take note of: want a symmetrical racquet head and a deep net.

1.

Polocrosse Ball:
The ball is a foam like consistency that allows it to flatten should a horse step on it.

Polocrosse Protective Gear & Attire:
In polocrosse a helmet is required for play, while any helmet will do, most players like the white derby style
helmet with the face protector on it. Proper leg/foot gear is also essential. Most players will wear a style of tall
boots with or without knee protectors. For tournament play WHITE jeans/pants and a team Jersey are required.
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The Game: Important Rules

Equipment:
•

•

•

Players
o Helmet
o Riding boots
Horse
o Breastplate
o Saddle without a horn
o Polo wraps or boots
o Bell boots
Never
o Sharp spurs
o Whips without a leather flap
o Side bars

on bits (eliminates full cheek snaffles,

hackamores, most pelhams)
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The Game: Strategy
Team Play
Polocrosse is a team sport. Each player on the field is equally important to the success or
failure of the group. Too often the work of a player who is nowhere near the ball will go
unnoticed because everyone is watching the "action". When you watch a successful team, pay
attention to all the players. You should see the number two or number three riding off someone
on the opposing team. Once all of the players are aware of the duties of the other members of
the team and how to use them to the best advantage of the team, you will find that the team is
more successful.

Pick Ups
Polocrosse is an offensive, possession game. If a player cannot pick up a
ball then they will not have it to pass to another player or to score a goal.
This is the most essential part of the game. The most common flaw that
players make in picking up the ball is letting the opponent have a shot at it
too. This usually means neither gets the ball and it is up to those following
to do something about it. A thinking player will first deal with their
opponent and secondly with the ball. It is
much easier to get possession of the ball if
you ride-off your opponent since nobody will
be swinging their stick in your face while you are doing it.
Another common mistake is that new players stay seated in the
saddle or get out of the saddle at the last second while trying to
pick up the ball. This makes it next to impossible to pick up the
ball. What you are doing is changing your body position in relation
to the ball, which means that your arm position must adjust in order
to put the net over the ball. Now we have a moving object (player)
on another moving object (horse) trying to pick up an object that
may also be moving (the ball). Pretty hard job for your eye-hand coordination. You should be
out of the saddle well before arriving at the ball. This way your view-point (i.e.., your head) is
not changing in relation to the ball. You should also have your eyes on the ball during the
approach and pick up.
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Passing/Catching
The same principle behind a pick up holds true for catching a pass. You should keep your eyes
on the ball the entire time, regardless of
whatever else is occurring on the field. The
person receiving the pass should hold their
racquet up to make a target for the passer. The
ideal spot is slightly ahead of the rider and at
eye level. This gives you the largest area to
work with in case the pass is not accurate. The
receiver should "grab" the ball out of the air.
Holding the stick upwards, move the net
towards the ball as it approaches in the air.
Once the ball has entered the net, turn the net around and pull it back towards you.

Line Up
Simply put…the line-up is where polocrosse games are won
and lost. In the "average" match, the team that gets the ball in
the line-up will be the team that scores the goal. The tendency
is to ignore the line up while practicing. Read the rule book
concerning the line up so you know what to expect. The most
common problem in the line-up is a horse that anticipates the
ball coming in and does not stay still long enough or a horse
that does not line up straight or close enough to be of any use
to the team. The players should get out of the saddle during a
line up so that they may have the maximum amount of mobility should they have a chance at
the ball. Ideally your stick will be lower than your opponent's so that when the ball is thrown in
you may swing upward, knock the opponent's stick out of the way and be in a position to catch
the ball. Remember not to touch the opponent's stick
before the umpire throws the ball (APA Rules Sec.
17A). You must be ready to spin around to the outside
of the line up or to get a ball that has been deflected
into the center of the line-up. If you anticipate either
way, you will be at a disadvantage should the ball end
up in the opposite location. Watch a video tape of your
last match and count who gets the ball out of the lineup. Typically the ball will go to the ones 25% of the
time, the twos 25% of the time, the threes 25% of the
time and out the back of the lineup 25% of the time (of course these are very rough
percentages).
Each player should have several plans in their head during the line-up. They should have an
idea of where to go if they get the ball, if another member of their team gets the ball and if the
opponent gets the ball. Of course it is difficult to keep all of these things in mind when new to
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the game but that is why you should practice and scrimmage before participating in a
competition. The day of the competition is no time to make vast changes or learn new
strategies.

The Positions
Each position has its duties on the field. While some might appear to be more important than
others, it will be the team that has well rounded that will have a more consistent performance. It
is important for all players to understand the roll of each position so they know how to use their
own players and how the opponents may react to situations which
may occur on the field.

Number One
The number one has to have good stick skills. Ultimately they are
the person who will have the ball whether they picked up themselves
or caught a pass. They must be proficient in all stick skills and have
quick reflexes. The number one does not have to have the fastest
horse on the field since they are the player who controls the speed
and flow of their team's offense.
If the number one gets the ball in the line-up they have to choice between turning to the outside
and taking the long
route towards the goal (which
gives their
teammates time to take out the
opposing number
three) or to try and quickly get by
the front of the
opposing one (it is more likely
that they will be
stopped or pushed out of bounds
but it will keep the
other team guessing and works if
the number one is
fast).
As a number one a typical approach towards the goal scoring area would have one of your
teammates marking the three and the other protecting your stick side. If you are alone and have
confidence in your horse’s ability to not be ridden off, use
the sideline to protect your stick side. Remember not to
rush, many number ones miss the bounce into the box
because they are going too fast.If another member of the
team gets the ball it
is their job to head
towards the number
one. It is the
responsibility of the
number one to rate
the speed so that they do not end up too far ahead of the
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other player. The number one should protect the stick side of the player with the ball. Just
before the line the ball carrier should let the number one ahead slightly or move slightly away
from the one so there is enough room between them to pass the ball. By passing the ball at the
line you have only one chance to lose the ball. If you pass to the number one in mid-field and
they have to subsequently bounce it, then there are two chances of having a mistake which
could cost you possession of the ball.
Whether it is bounced or passed to the number one, they
should immediately head for the goal once they are in the box.
This will put the opposing three to work immediately.
Hopefully, they have had to work hard enough to get here that
you will not have much of a problem. The number three will
be making an adjustment from being marked in mid-field by
your team, to having to mark you in the box. Make the most of
this adjustment.
It is perfectly
acceptable to
wait if you do
not have a clear
shot. When this happens keep moving, using the
entire box including riding through the semicircle in front of the goal. A right handed player
should circle the box counter-clockwise. This
way their stick side is on the outside of the circle
and protected from the number three. The number
three has no choice but to stay on the inside of the
circle since if they aren't there you would have a
clear shot. As soon as you get half a horse length ahead of the
number three turn towards the goal and shoot. You should practice
enough so that you can
shoot from any angle and
from any place within the
box. It will only take a split
second to get a shot off so
be ready for the
opportunity.

Defensive play for a number one is rather simple. If the other team gets the ball the number one
should either mark the opposing team's number one until their own number three can take over
or go after the opponent with the ball. It all depends upon whether the other team get the ball in
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the line-up or elsewhere on the field. Whatever action is decided upon, the number one must
pay attention to the ball so that they are not caught off guard should their team get possession.
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Number Two
The most misunderstood position and the one requiring the most thought. The best person to
play number two will be someone who does not have any problem thinking and reacting
quickly. Right from the line up on the
number two has decisions to make. Since the
other positions are either offensive or
defensive, a number of decisions are already
made for the players. The number two has
no such luxury.

If their team gets the ball the number two should probably mark the opposing number three
even a second or two delay can give the number one time to score. The number two might also
decide to protect the number one or the number three (if they have the ball). If the opponent gets
the ball the number two has to decide whether they should go after the person with the ball
(most likely) or slow down the opposing number one. These decisions have to be made instantly
and then carried out.
The number two's success is measured by absences. That is the absence of the opposing number
three when your number one enters the box, the absence of the opposing number one when their
team has the ball or the absence of a pass by an
opponent to their number
one because they have been held up in mid-field. It
is something that is not readily apparent to
spectators but the players on the field know when
there is a good number two present.
The basic strategy of a number two can be put in
two categories. The first type of number two is a
little flashier, has good stick skills and has no
problem moving around the field at will. This
number two will go after the ball where ever it is so
that their teammates are free to do their jobs. They
will often break the averages for the line up and be the player who brings up the ball for their
team. The other type of number two does the job the old fashioned way: hard work behind the
scenes. This type of number two will let their presence
be known by riding off key members of the opposing
team. Whoever is handy at the moment is fair game.
Members of the other team will be calling each other
for help when this type of number two is on the field.
Number Three
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The number three has a tough job since generally speaking the number one will score once they
are in the box with the ball. Once the number three realizes this, the pressure should be off them
but instead it usually increases. Anytime the number three can stop or even delay the number
one in their attempt to score, they have achieved a small victory in the contest that is occurring.
The number three has to be ready to go anywhere
the number one goes which means having a horse
that is a fast and as quick at turning as any other
horse on the field. The number three's job is to
react to whatever the opposing number one does.
The work begins in the line-up. It is strange that
the key defensive player begins by being on
offense, since about half the time, it will be the
number three that gets the ball. When the number
three gets the ball they have to find their number
one, who will probably be behind them and
proceed on offense. When the other team's number three gets the ball, it is imperative that the
number three pull back and find the opposing teams one. This is difficult because one's
tendency is to stay with the ball, but the number three has to have confidence that their
teammates will mark the ball sufficiently.
If the number three does not get the ball, their sole function
is to stay glued to the side of the opposing number one. If
other members of your own team are already on the number
one then call them off, they cannot follow the number one
into the box, you can. This is where reflexes are important.
The opposing number one knows where they are headed but
the number three does not. They cannot let that number one
have a second's peace.
If the opposing number one has the ball then the number
three had better be at their side. If you cannot get on the
stick side then ride off the number one. Remember the
number one is most vulnerable when they are crossing the
penalty whether they bounce the ball or receive a pass. A good aggressive bump on the line will
often be enough to cause a loose ball. If the number one is in the box and awaiting a pass, you
should be between them and the penalty line.
Watch the number one's eyes for an indication that the ball has been thrown. Your teammates
should also let you know when the ball is in the air. At this point give wood, the number one
will not be able to catch the ball, it will land on the ground and you have a fifty-fifty shot at it.
Those odds are as good as a sure thing for a number three.
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If the number one has possession of the ball in the box you should be between them and the
goal and pushing them away from the goal at all
times. It may not force them out but the farther
the distance, the more difficult any shots will be.
Keep in mind that a number one will want to
keep moving and try to stop them. This will
mean that they have to first get moving and
second try to position themselves for a shot on
goal. Two things are more difficult to do and
take longer than one. The longer you delay the
number one, the more impatient they will get and
the more likely they are to make a mistake. The most important thing that the number three can
accomplish is to cause to number one to concentrate on getting free rather than concentrate on
the goal. This will prevent the number one from capitalizing on any opportunities that they get.
The number three must be proficient at the overhand and underhand bounce. The underhand
bounce will probably be used more often since the number three primarily gets the ball after a
missed shot at goal (sec. 5A). If there are players in your way when coming out of the box, do
not be afraid to go right through them since they are in your line, it will be they who draw the
penalty.
Summary
It is my hope that the readers of this guide get a feeling for the possibilities for strategy in a
polocrosse match rather than a memorization of absolutes. If you are thinking about what to try
the next time you are playing then I have achieved my goal. The only idea contained here that
should be set in concrete is that polocrosse is a team sport and should be played as such. A
group of individuals with weaker skills that plays as a unit will have a more consistent
performance, and probably get more enjoyment out of playing polocrosse. Since, this is one of
the few group activities for riders it serves as a social vehicle in addition to being a sport. The
main thing is to have fun and to play safely.
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Conditioning the Horse for Polocrosse

Once you let your horse go out of training at the end of the season, the first thing he will begin
to lose is his speed. Studies have shown that this process begins to take place after about the
first three weeks. Within about four to six weeks he begins to lose muscle tone, and between
three and six months his endurance will have begun to decline. To bring the horse back into
a work program after he has already been fully conditioned at some previous time, you should
schedule 30 to 45 days of LSD for gradually building back up, and another 30 to 45 for coming
back into full performance mode
It should be noted that it takes years to give the horse the tendon and ligament foundation
to go fast over long distances. By contrast it is easy to condition the muscles and heart quickly.
But without the structural foundation, the horse will break down. Before you begin any
conditioning program, be sure your horse has been recently wormed and has his feet in good
working order. Assuming he is already broken to ride, and assuming that he is healthy and
neither too thin nor obese, you can start by riding two or three miles at about 5 mph. If you have
already been riding the horse on a fairly regular basis for some time, then you can probably
double the beginning mileage.
The basic principle in conditioning is called progressive loading. It means systematically
exposing the horse to small but steadily increasing levels of demand. Once complete adaptation
to a particular level has been achieved, no further training effect can be expected of that level.
Only increased demands will result in further progress. Your job each day is to determine how
much more difficulty to add, and to recognize when adaptation has been achieved. Keep in
mind that while you want to constantly challenge the horse’s metabolic upper limits, if you go
too far too fast, constructive stress becomes destructive strain. Breakdowns usually occur after a
series of strains finally overpowers the body’s ability to adapt.
AEROBIC CONDITIONING
The backbone of any conditioning program is Long Slow Distance (LSD) work. LSD is a
working trot for horses with occasional walking breaks, involving use of a steady rate of energy
expenditure over increasing distances. It is aerobic work, meaning that the body is able to
perform at that level without going into oxygen debt. LSD teaches the body to use more
oxygen, increasing both its ability to carry oxygen to the cells and also to extract it once it gets
there. The fitter the horse becomes, the faster he can go without becoming fatigued
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Throughout the first three months of work, the primary objective is to lay down a solid
foundation for developing not only the cardiovascular and muscular systems, but also the bony
frame (including the tendons, ligaments and cartilage). All the horse’s systems strengthen and
thicken in response to progressively increasing demands, but they vary in the speed of their
responses. Soft joints, tendons and cartilage are just beginning to respond when the
muscles are already up to full power (bony structures take four to five times as long to
condition as muscles), so you must make haste slowly. Pushing too hard early in the program is
the easiest way to put a quick end to a promising prospect. Just be patient.
ANAEROBIC CONDITIONING
After two or three months of long slow distance rides, you can begin to incorporate an
occasional day, but no more than once a week, of more strenuous work into your program. The
object is to increase the horse’s anaerobic threshold, or the point at which his system must go
into oxygen debt to perform (pulse of 150 or so). If you train at this level twice a week for half
an hour, it will dramatically increase your horse’s cardiovascular proficiency.
Hill work is a great way to do this if you have long uphill climbs available. You can work the
horse up the hills and then walk down the hills to minimize stress on the legs. If you have no
hills then look for areas of softer footing such as sand, although sand conditioning requires
care due to the strain on the tendons and ligaments. If you have neither hills nor sand, start
off with very easy gallops and gradually increase the level of difficulty by adding to the length
and number of repetitions. For example, on the first day you might want to do two miles of
warm-up, then gallop one-third of a mile. Follow with two-thirds of a mile of easy canter to
allow for partial pulse recovery. Repeat the gallop-canter sequence a couple more times for a
total of four miles. Finish by trotting a mile or two to allow for gradual cooling off. By the end
of the a couple of months you might have worked up to six gallop sets, utilizing the format of
half-mile easy gallops and half-mile canters. Remember you are not training a race horse for the
track, you are training an endurance, hopefully for a long career. Another term frequently used
in sports medicine is “fartlek.” Roughly translated from Swedish it means “speed play.” It
involves a random assortment of stresses at the anaerobic level (sprints, hill work, galloping),
intermixed with periods of aerobic recovery (target pulse = 80). Almost any kind of trail ride or
venture across country can be adopted to fartlek conditioning.
Towards the end of the first six months of training you can begin to trot down some moderate
hills. Go carefully, however, because this type of activity is still very stressful to joints. Practice
only until you are comfortable that you and your horse can manage to maintain control. Later
on, in competition, you can use this skill to gain ground. Some horses are naturally well
balanced and are easily able to scamper down a hill like deer. Others, probably due to
conformation, never get really good at it. However, lessons that teach your horse to properly
how to carry himself can be quite helpful. Just don’t ask the horse to do more than he is capable
of doing downhill as this can lead to lameness.
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Experiment with all the tools of conditioning—hill work, sand work, easy gallop sets, fartleks,
heart monitors, blood counts, etc. It’s fun and fascinating, but it’s also very easy to get so
wrapped up in charts and monitors that you lose touch with your horse. Be aware of the
methods, but be conservative in their use: one day a week of intense work is enough, even
with a veteran athlete.
Rest days are very important for the horse, even more so than for human athletes. No matter
where you are in your conditioning program, rely heavily on LSD. Also, once a horse has
achieved a certain level of conditioning and started competing, you will be approaching the
point at which rest can be more beneficial than more work.
FEEDING FOR COMPETITION
The rule of “never try out anything new at a ride” also applies to nutrition. Try not to provide
more than a few pounds of any feed which is not routinely fed at home, as abrupt changes in
feed, along with the stress and dehydration which often accompanies any competition, may
contribute to incidence of colic. Begin nutritional preparation for a ride several days before
leaving home. Encourage maximum intake of forages, especially beet pulp, as clinical trials
have demonstrated that a combination of hay and beet pulp provides a significant reservoir of
fluid and electrolytes in the hindgut to draw upon during exercise. As the movement of forages
through the digestive tract takes several days, forages should be provided in abundance several
days prior to the ride. Continue to provide forage free-choice during transport, as soon as you
arrive at base camp and throughout the night. Long-stem hay is preferable over cubes or pellets
as the added bulk will help maintain gut motility.
It is best not to feed large amounts of grain within four hours of the start of the ride, as the
glucose peak produced during digestion of simple carbohydrates adversely affects the utilization
of body fats needed during a long day of exercise. Providing a few pounds of grain for a day or
two prior to the ride is more than sufficient to “top up” glycogen stores within the liver and
muscles. However, adding a handful or two of grain for flavor to an overnight beet pulp mash
will do no harm. The point is to avoid large grain meals immediately before exercise
Do not add fats immediately before or during the ride. Although it would seem like a good
source of energy, a high fat ration tends to decrease forage intake needed to maintain motility
and hydration. The relatively small amount of fat in commercial grain mixes (even “high fat”
formulations) is not a concern.
Especially in hot, humid weather, significant amounts of electrolytes are lost in the sweat.
Sodium, chloride and potassium are the primary ions lost, along with smaller amounts of
calcium, magnesium and other trace minerals. Increasing scientific data indicates that
supplementing during exercise, and thereby minimizing depletion, is beneficial in possibly
averting metabolic problems such as thumps, tying-up, poor gut sounds and other symptoms
associated with “exhausted horse syndrome.” The body does not store excess electrolytes
against future need, therefore “pre-loading” several days before a ride will not replace
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supplementation during the ride itself. However, orally syringing a day or two before the ride
(especially before and during transport) may help trigger a “thirst response” to encourage
drinking. Likewise, supplementing throughout the day may encourage drinking as well as
replace electrolytes lost through sweating.
As with every other feed supplied throughout an endurance ride, small and frequent
amounts are usually preferable to large and infrequent. Electrolytes are often added to feed or
water, but some horses may refuse too salty a flavor, and therefore also refuse much-needed
food and water. Although horses do develop an appetite for needed salt to replace depleted
stores, this is not an instantaneous response. Don’t rely on this mechanism during a ride! Oral
syringing is a good alternative that has worked well for many horses and riders. Take advantage
of the increasing body of scientific data and consider the use of research-based electrolytes
formulated specifically for endurance horses
III. Feeding after the competition
Once you’ve successfully crossed the finish line and received your final control check, don’t
assume the energy demands of the day are over for your horse. Depending on the length and
intensity of your ride, it can take days or even weeks to fully replace the fluids, calories and
nutrients used during competition. Allow your horse plenty of opportunity to drink his fill to
replace lost fluids, including during the trailer ride home. Provide plenty of forage free-choice.
The “stress hormones” produced during exercise may continue to deplete the body of
electrolytes for several days following the ride and continued supplementing with electrolytes
may help ensure a quick recovery. Research has suggested that glycogen repletion is
increased during the 24 hours following strenuous exercise and may help avoid sore or
stiff muscles. Small amounts of grain every few hours—not exceeding his normal
accustomed amounts—are helpful, as long as your horse is not unduly dehydrated or
experiencing metabolic trouble. If you are in doubt about gut motility, check with the control
judge or treatment vet before feeding anything other than forage and water.
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JUST WHAT IS A CRI?

Provided by: www.distanceriding.org
The Cardiac Recovery Index, CRI, or “Ridgway Trot” has proven to be a very useful tool for
determining when a horse is becoming overstressed. Its unique value is that it detects problems
at their onset, before other indicators register that a danger zone has been crossed.
The CRI is performed as follows. The horse’s pulse is taken and the time is noted (for example,
pulse 64; time = 1:03:07). The horse is then trotted in hand approximately 125 feet (about 45
steps) away from a point and then turned around and trotted back. After 60 seconds have passed
from the initial pulse taking, the pulse is rechecked. It should be no higher than the first reading
(for example, pulse 64). An accurate pulse count is imperative or the test will not be valid. If the
pulse has increased the second time it is checked, there is cause for concern. While a four beat
per minute increase (64 to 68) is not alarming, as the increase grows so should concern. A 64 to
72 reading, for example, would be fair warning that the horse is in enough distress that
continuing the ride would be risky. Generally speaking, if the veterinarian gets a poor CRI
reading, he will ask the rider to come back again for a recheck. At that time the CRI would be
repeated, and unless it had normalized, the horse would probably be pulled from the ride. The
veterinarian would most likely evaluate the horse as a whole before making his decision, but
poor metabolic readings or lameness inevitably seem to accompany a poor CRI.
CRI Cardiac Recovery Index The cardiac recovery index measures how well a horse recovers
after a short stress. While a horse may come into the vet check with a high heart rate, the rider
can lower the heart rate in a number of ways. A conditioned horse’s heart rate will lower on its
own with little help of the rider. The rider can facilitate the lowering of the heart rate by cooling
the horse, through water on the neck and legs of the horse, or even by icing the horse down. As
the temperature of the horse declines, the heart rate will also decline. However, if the horse has
been over stressed, even after the heart rate has come down, if the horse is stressed again, the
heart rate will jump up again.
When the rider presents the horse to the vet for the CRI, the vet takes the pulse. Let’s say the
horse’s rate is at criteria of 64 (or 16 in 15 seconds). Since the horse has been in the check for
several minutes, the vet may be suspicious that the horse is not in very good shape. The vet
check’s his/her watch and asks the rider to trot the horse out to a point 125 feet away and back.
While the horse is trotting, the vet checks for lameness. From the time of the start of the trot, to
the time the vet checks the heart rate again, is exactly one minute not more and not less. This
time, since the horse was stressed and barely recovered, the heart rate is up to 80 (or 20 in 15
seconds). The vet would give a warning, ask for the horse to rest and come back, or pull the
horse depending on many factors. What would show on the card was 16/20.
Now let’s say there is a horse that is better conditioned that comes to the vet. The initial heart
rate is still at 64 (16 in 15). The horse trots out and back. The rider calms the horse. The vet
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takes the heart rate again, and now the rate is 60 (15 in 15). This horse is ready to go. The added
stress of trotting out 250 feet not only did not stress the horse, but the horse was in such good
shape that the rate continued to drop. What would show on the card was 16/15.
One more example. A horse comes to the vet with a rate of 40 (10 in 15). After the trot out, the
rate is 36 (9 in 15). You might think this horse hadn’t even started the ride. What would show
on the card was 10/9.
When the horse is presented to the vet, the heart rate should be lower than criteria. If the heart
rate is above criteria, the vet will probably look at the card to see how long it took the horse to
come down to criteria. If the heart rate is still at criteria, and the horse has been waiting around
for several minutes, again the vet might be a bit concerned. After the CRI, the heart rate must
come down to the same rate or below as at the start of the CRI. If it does not come down, then
the vet can ask for a recheck, or can pull the horse. If the heart rate comes back to the same
level as at the start of the CRI, then the horse is doing fine. If the heart rate is below the start of
the CRI, then the horse is doing extremely well.
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Camping With Your Horse
Camping with a horse is a little more involved than camping by yourself, but with planning and practice you
can devise ways of doing it safely and comfortably.
Facilities at ride camps vary widely. Some camps are set up at State Parks with all the amenities, while most
others are held in parks, forests or private land with open fields and no amenities at all (pit toilets will be
available). Unless you know in advance what will be available, it is safest to assume that you will have to
provide everything, including drinking water for your horse. Always bring an ample supply of hay, grain and
electrolytes with you; it’s better to have some left over than to run short.
Be sure to bring along horse blankets, fly sheets, and insect repellents. Some camps are infested with flies, and
without protection your horse will be miserable. On other occasions, the weather can take a sudden turn for the
worse, and without a blanket your horse will be shivering while his blanket is home in the barn.
For many people the camping part of endurance riding is very enjoyable, while for others it is just a necessary
inconvenience. The former are likely to put a lot of time and money into their ride camp including living quarter
trailers, campers or motorhomes. Others will be happy to sleep in a tent or even the back seat of their pickup
truck. No matter what your preference you will find that you will require an alarming amount of equipment and
supplies to camp with your horse. It’s also very likely that you will find yourself forgetting at least one vital
item per trip. One practical way of avoiding this aggravation is to make out a checklist of things you will need
and then refer to it as you pack up.
There are many ways to keep your horse at a ride. The most obvious and easiest is to simply tie him with a lead
rope to the horse trailer but this has distinct disadvantages, as a horse tied to a trailer cannot move around much
and he cannot lie down. The metal swingouts with stretchy tie ropes are a vast improvement and give the horse
more room to move about (HiTie, Spring Tie, etc.).
Another method to be considered is a high picket line, sometimes called a high line. This involves the use of a
stout rope tied six feet or more off the ground. A steel ring is placed on the rope, and the horse is tied to the
ring. This allows the horse to walk the length of the line, which is much more comfortable for him. Feed and
water buckets can be hung at each end of the line for safe and easy access. You can tie several horses to one
picket line by putting “stoppers” in the rope (short pegs that won’t allow the rings to pass) to keep them
separated. If you use a picket line, be sure to tie the horse short enough that he doesn’t get his legs tangled. Any
horse that is tied, whether to a trailer or a picket line, should have some form of emergency release; a “panic
snap” or safety halter is very important.
Corrals can be made of metal or PVC plastic pipe. These can be transported on the side of the trailer and erected
in a few minutes at the campsite. However, they do not allow much room for movement, and unless they’re
staked down a horse can lift them off the ground. Some riders prefer an electric fence corral. Such a corral is
made by using electrically charged tape, strung on plastic or fiberglass poles. The tape is made of nylon with
fine wires woven in to carry the electricity; a batteryoperated fence charger electrifies the tape. This kind of
paddock can be any size or shape desired, can be put up or taken down easily, and allows the horse maximum
freedom to move about with the least chance of getting tangled in something. The big drawback is that a
panicked horse can run through the electric fence so the paddock may not be secure for animals with this
tendency.
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There is no foolproof way to contain a horse, especially in a strange environment. Sleep in your clothes
and have your boots and a flashlight near the bed!
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